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...Salary Sacrifice for Technology
and Mobile Phones
It’s easy to feel lost when searching for a technology benefit provider. The world of technology
is so overwhelming- where do you start? How do you even know where to look when there’s
just so much around?
You never know what you might find, or what shady characters you might run into…but don’t let
these things get you down.
If you’re struggling to find the right provider for you, then look no further- because we are
Clarkwood Enterprise and we are here to help make things easy.
Let Clarkwood guide you...
We know how to make your scheme a success. Choose scheme options that suit you and let
Clarkwood do the rest. You can choose from all the latest technology brands. We price match
some of the UKs biggest high street stores nationwide and we wont be beaten on price!
Once we know exactly how you want your scheme we then create your bespoke shopping site.
This can be accessed via a single sign on solution in conjunction with your flex benefit provider
or as a stand alone site.
We’ll then promote your scheme with marketing tailored to your voice – free of charge. Our
technology roadshows bring the products to you. Employees can view the range and ask
questions, resulting in higher participation.
Our dedicated support centre where we actually answer our phones will ensure that the
scheme is hassle free. We look after all enquiries during and after the scheme.
We operate from our own warehouse where we hold goods in stock. We will usually have
products ready for dispatch before the ordering window has closed. This means as soon as
orders are approved, we can dispatch them immediately and employees will receive their goods
promptly.
We take the vast majority of the admin off your hands and we don’t charge a fee for doing so.
We don’t charge the organisation any end of term fees or take commission from our finance
deals.
With Clarkwood Enterprise you can have confidence in the fact that we will take care of you
every step of the way.
So you see, there’s no need to feel lost when you choose Clarkwood Enterprise....Pay through
salary and make great savings!

